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Abstract: One of the first steps in the analysis of genetic data, and a principal mission of biology, is to 
describe and categorize natural variation. A continuous pattern of differentiation (isolation by 
distance), where individuals found closer together in space are, on average, more genetically similar 
than individuals sampled farther apart, can confound attempts to categorize natural variation into 
groups. This is because current statistical methods for assigning individuals to discrete clusters cannot 
accommodate spatial patterns, and so are forced to use clusters to describe what is in fact continuous 
variation. As isolation by distance is common in nature, this is a substantial shortcoming of existing 
methods. Here, I introduce a new statistical method for categorizing natural genetic variation - one 
that describes variation as a combination of continuous and discrete patterns. This method produces 
useful descriptions of structure in genetic relatedness in situations where separated, geographically 
distributed populations interact, as after a range expansion or secondary contact. Idemonstrate the 
utility of this approach using simulations and by applying it to an empirical dataset of black bears in 
North America. 
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